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In brief
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SUMMARY

Single-molecule localization microscopy (SMLM) can reach sub-50 nm resolution using techniques such as stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) or DNA-point accumulation for imaging in nanoscale topography (PAINT). Here we implement two approaches for faster multicolor SMLM by splitting the emitted fluorescence toward two cameras: simultaneous two-color DNA-PAINT (S2C-DNA-PAINT) that images spectrally separated red and far-red imager strands on each camera, and spectral demixing dSTORM (SD-dSTORM) where spectrally close far-red fluorophores appear on both cameras before being identified by demixing. Using S2C-DNA-PAINT as a reference for low crosstalk, we evaluate SD-dSTORM crosstalk using three types of samples: DNA origami nanorulers of different sizes, single-target labeled cells, or cells labeled for multiple targets. We then assess if crosstalk can affect the detection of biologically relevant subdiffraction patterns. Extending these approaches to three-dimensional acquisition and SD-dSTORM to three-color imaging, we show that spectral demixing is an attractive option for robust and versatile multicolor SMLM investigations.

INTRODUCTION

The advent of super-resolution microscopy has allowed bypassing of the diffraction barrier in fluorescence imaging and study of the fine details of the cellular architecture. Among the various techniques available to biologists, single-molecule localization microscopy (SMLM) requires relatively simple equipment and can reach a lateral resolution below 50 nm. Its principle is to temporally decompose a fluorescent staining into sparsely blinking fluorophores, allowing their localization through single molecule detection and fitting along the successive frames of a continuous acquisition, the final image being generated by plotting all fitted coordinates of the detected fluorophores (also called localizations). One of the first SMLM modalities was based on inducing the sparse blinking of organic fluorophores by high-power laser illumination in a reducing buffer, an approach called (direct) stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (d)STORM. In the more recent DNA-point accumulation for imaging in nanoscale topography (DNA-PAINT) approach, blinking is generated from the transient interaction of short fluorescent DNA strands with their cognate docking strand conjugated to antibodies.

The single molecule nature of SMLM provides its exquisite resolution, but comes with two consequences: it is an inherently slow technique, where fluorophores must be localized one by one; and multicolor labeling is constrained, particularly in dSTORM where buffer-fluorophore combinations must be carefully selected. Sequential imaging of labels slows down the imaging process further, while increasing sample drift during acquisition. Simultaneous multicolor SMLM can be performed using...
spective separation and two-way detection, but is difficult to implement in dSTORM: differences in dye photophysics make it difficult to find a combination providing optimal blinking in the same imaging buffer. DNA-PAINT is more straightforward than dSTORM for multicolor imaging, as it is possible to devise orthogonal DNA sequences and image them successively—a method called exchange-PAINT. However, this results in extremely long acquisition times, blinking in DNA-PAINT being inherently slower than dSTORM despite efforts to speed up the transient binding of imager strands. A couple of recent attempts have been made to alleviate this through simultaneous two-color PAINT acquisitions. Here, a common caveat of simultaneous two-color SMLM is the significant chromatic aberration between the spectrally distinct channels that must be compensated.

Another elegant approach for multicolor SMLM is to take advantage of the isolated nature of single molecule blinking events and determine their identity by splitting the emitted fluorescence in two paths using a dichroic mirror, identifying fluorophores based on the balance of intensities detected on each side. This “spectral demixing” strategy was developed soon after SMLM invention, using spectrally close fluorophores illuminated by a single laser. The optimal dSTORM combination converged toward using far-red fluorophores such as DY634, Alexa Fluor 647 (AF647), CF647, DL650, CF660C, or CF680 Spectral demixing was also recently demonstrated for simultaneous DNA-PAINT with up to three channels. Spectral demixing SMLM images all fluorophores simultaneously, speeding up the acquisition at the cost of a higher blinking density, limiting the processing algorithm capacity to pair blinking events and reliably assigning them to each channel. In addition, chromatic aberration between spectrally close channels is minimal, and can be easily corrected, as blinking events are visible on both detection pathways.

In multicolor microscopy, it is important to avoid crosstalk between channels—the presence of the signal from one target in the channel where another target is imaged. This is caused by the fluorophores and optical components used (overlapping excitation or emission spectra, insufficient filtering). In multicolor SMLM, non-specific labeling and spurious detection can also be significant sources of crosstalk. When using a spectral demixing strategy, the need to assign spectrally close fluorophores to the different channels may add yet another source of crosstalk. So far, studies using spectral demixing have used theoretical calculations and single-color calibration experiments to address this concern: a more detailed assessment of crosstalk in spectral demixing SMLM would help strengthening the appeal of this approach. We recently developed an SMLM module that couples large field-of-view illumination to a two-way detection path. Here, we used this module to implement and compare two approaches for simultaneous two-color SMLM: spectral separation (simultaneous two-color DNA-PAINT, S2C-DNA-PAINT) as a reference modality with minimal crosstalk, and spectral demixing of two far-red fluorophores excited by a single laser (spectral demixing dSTORM, SD-dSTORM). We developed innovative samples and procedures to assess the crosstalk between channels in both modalities, and evaluate its influence on biologically relevant imaging of neuronal scaffolds. Finally, we demonstrate that both simultaneous S2C-DNA-PAINT and SD-dSTORM are readily extensible to astigmatism-based 3D SMLM, and that SD-dSTORM extension to three colors is straightforward.

**RESULTS**

**Simultaneous two-color DNA-PAINT imaging**

Our first strategy for simultaneous multicolor super-resolution imaging is based on the traditional principle of spectral separation in fluorescence microscopy, using a pair of fluorophores with distinct excitation and emission spectra: Cy3B or Atto565 (emitting in the red part of the spectrum) and Atto643 or Atto655 (emitting in the far-red) are continuously excited by 532- and 640-nm lasers, with their emission split by a 662-nm dichroic toward two cameras (Figure S1A). A DSTORM-based implementation of this two-color imaging approach does not provide high-quality images, due to the lower blinking quality of red fluorophores (Figure S2). By contrast, DNA-PAINT is a good candidate for two-color imaging by spectral separation, as blinking from the red and far-red strands hybridization occurs.
A. Reflected and transmitted images of single-molecule localization microscopy.

B. Emission spectra of various fluorophores.

C. Distribution of localizations for tubulin-AF647 and tubulin-CF680 channels.
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with similar properties, and the blinking density can be independently adjusted by modifying each imager strand concentration. Most multicolor DNA-PAINT studies have used sequential acquisition of targets with different imagers conjugated to the same fluorophore. However, it is straightforward to increase the acquisition speed by simultaneously acquiring two channels using spectrally separated fluorophore on distinct imagers, as demonstrated recently.

We thus performed simultaneous two-color acquisition by DNA-PAINT (S2C-DNA-PAINT) using imager strands conjugated with fluorophores emitting in the red channel (Cy3B or Atto656) and far-red channel (Atto643 or Atto655), similar to Chung et al. (Figure 1A). To check if crosstalk can occur for this two-color approach and compare it with the spectral demixing strategy, we performed a ratiometric analysis: blinking events were processed, resulting in localization coordinates. Localizations appearing at the same time and within 500 nm of each other on both camera frames were paired, and their ratio of photons calculated by dividing the number of photons in the transmitted pathway $T$ (far-red channel) by the total number of photons found on both cameras $R + T$ (R: red channel). When present only on the reflected pathway frame (red channel), a localization was assigned a ratio of 0, whereas if it was found only on the transmitted pathway frame, it was assigned a ratio of 1. The average photon ratio distribution from S2C-DNA-PAINT acquisitions with the Cy3B/Atto643 imager pair (microtubules and clathrin in COS-7 cells, Figure 1D) is shown in Figure 1A. Only ~3% of the total localizations are paired, showing that most blinking events only appear on one camera. Accordingly, we assigned localizations with ratios between 0 and 0.01 to the red channel, and between 0.99 and 1 for the far-red channel (Figure 1A).

**Measurement of crosstalk on three different types of samples**

We then used several types of samples to detect the baseline crosstalk of the S2C-DNA-PAINT approach: a mix of DNA origami nanorulers of different sizes (40, 80, 160 nm) (Figure 1B), cellular samples stained against a single target (tubulin in COS-7 cells, Figure 1C), or against two targets (clathrin and tubulin in COS-7 cells, Figure 1D). The custom nanoruler slide combines two types of three-spot rulers: 80-nm long nanorulers with a 40-nm distance between spots labeled with a P1 docking strand (“short” nanoruler), and 160-nm-long nanorulers with an 80-nm distance between spots labeled with a P3 docking strand (“long” nanoruler).

The nanorulers were imaged simultaneously using I1-Atto655 (short) and I3-Cy3B (long) fluorescent imager strands (Figure 1B). We devised these nanorulers to obtain structures identified solely from their shape without relying on channel information, providing an independent way of measuring crosstalk. Approximately 20 nanorulers with clearly resolved structure were chosen from each channel in each of three acquisitions, and we then calculated the crosstalk between channels by measuring the number of localizations found in the non-labeled channel divided by the number of localizations in both the labeled and non-labeled channels (Figure S2D). This nanoruler-based approach led to 1.7% crosstalk from the Atto655 channel into the Cy3B channel, whereas the crosstalk from Cy3B channel into the Atto655 channel was found to be 1.3% (Figure 1E).

A more classic way of assessing crosstalk is to use single-target labeling in cells, and to measure the signal induced in the non-target channel by the labeling in the target channel. This is, however, not applicable when using high-performance SMLM algorithms that detect blinking events based on a relative threshold, as the detection threshold will be lowered in the non-target channel, resulting in the detection of spurious localization events and an overestimated crosstalk. This is especially true when using DNA-PAINT, as the local variation of the fluorescent imager background will provide fitting candidates to an adaptive algorithm in the absence of true blinking events. To assess crosstalk from single-target samples using the same algorithm as for other samples, we devised a method based on repeated imaging of the same field of view, a unique possibility offered by DNA-PAINT. We thus measured the change in localization numbers for a non-target (“empty”) channel that is induced by having an imager strand present in the “target” channel: for example, we observed if more localizations would be detected in the “empty” red channel (devoid of imager), whether an Atto643 imager strand was present and interacted with its cognate docking strand on a cellular labeling in the far-red channel. We prepared COS-7 cells stained for microtubules with an anti-tubulin antibody and a secondary antibody conjugated to an F1 docking sequence, then acquired two sequences. The first sequence used a mixture of IF2-Cy3B and IF2-Atto643 imager strands that both do not bind to the tubulin staining, measuring the number of localizations from the DNA-PAINT background in both channels (Figure 1C, “acquisition A”). To estimate the crosstalk from the Cy3B channel into the Atto643 channel, we then acquired a second sequence on the same field of view.
Figure 3. Effect of crosstalk on the detection of biologically relevant patterns by S2C-DNA-PAINT

(A) Reconstructed images of axons stained for β2-spectrin (orange) and adducin (blue), imaged by S2C-DNA-PAINT using IF1-Cy3B and IF2-Atto643, respectively. On the same field of view, the imager concentration of IF1-Cy3B (β2-spectrin) was kept constant, while the concentration of IF2-Atto643 (adducin) was increased successively from 1% to 10% and 100% of the reference concentration.

(B) Autocorrelation curves from 1-μm-long intensity profiles along axons for the constant β2-spectrin-IF1-Cy3B (orange) and varying adducin-IF2-Atto643 (blue) channels for each imager concentration conditions.

(C) Amplitude of the autocorrelation first peak for each imager concentration value.

(legend continued on next page)
this time with a mixture of the IF1-Cy3B and IF2-Atto643 imager strands (Figure 1C, “acquisition B”). In this second acquisition sequence, the microtubule staining is revealed in the Cy3B channel, whereas the Atto643 channel contains background plus the crosstalk from the Cy3B channel staining. We segmented the microtubule staining in the Cy3B channel (Figure 1C, upper right panel), and used the resulting region of interest (ROI) to measure the number of localizations in the Atto643 channel from each of the two acquired sequences (Figure 1C, white outlines). The crosstalk was calculated as the difference in the number of localizations within this ROI in the Atto643 channel when the Cy3 channel contains a target (acquisition B) and non-target (acquisition A) imager strand, divided by the background-corrected number of localizations in both channels (see Figure S3 and STAR Methods).

Conversely, we acquired another pair of sequences to measure the crosstalk from the Atto643 channel into the Cy3B channel on F1-labeled microtubules. For this, the same acquisition A was performed with IF2-Cy3B and IF2-Atto643 imager strands, while acquisition B was performed with the IF2-Cy3B and IF1-Atto643 imager strands (Figure 1C). With this approach, we found very low values of crosstalk with S2C-DNA-PAINT: the Atto643 channel crosstalk into Cy3B was 0.41%, while the Cy3B channel crosstalk into the Atto643 channel was 0.02% (Figure 1E).

Finally, we aimed at directly measuring the crosstalk from simultaneously acquired two-color DNA-PAINT images. We prepared COS-7 cells labeled for clathrin-coated pits (anti-clathrin primary antibody with secondary antibody conjugated with an F2 docking sequence) and for microtubules (anti-tubulin primary antibody with secondary antibody conjugated with an F1 docking strand). The sample was imaged with a mixture of IF2-Atto565 and IF1-Atto643, and the two channels were obtained after demixing as detailed above (ratio range 0.0–0.01 for the Atto565 channel, 0.99–1.0 for the Atto643 channel) followed by channel registration to compensate for chromatic aberration and camera misalignment (Figure S5). The reconstructed images show no visible crosstalk between channels (Figure 1D) and a good structural quality for both targets, similar to what we can obtain with each acquired DNA-PAINT channel in alternating frames. To measure the crosstalk from these data, we generated ROIs that contained localizations from a single target, excluding regions where pits and microtubules overlap: the microtubule network and the clathrin-coated pits were segmented, then exclusive-target ROIs were derived by excluding overlapping areas using ROI subtraction (Figure S4). We calculated the crosstalk in each exclusive-target ROI as the number of localizations within the exclusive-target ROI on the non-target image (example: microtubule-only ROI applied on the clathrin-coated pits image), divided by the sum of the localizations on the target and non-target images within the same ROI (example: sum of the localizations from the microtubules and clathrin-coated pits images within the microtubule-only ROI). We obtained a crosstalk value of 2.1% for the Atto643 channel crosstalk into the Cy3B channel, and of 1.4% for Cy3B into Atto643 (Figure 1E).

A comprehensive overview of all acquisition parameters can be found in Table S1. Overall, we found higher crosstalk values from the two-target samples and nanorulers compared with the background-corrected single-target samples. This is likely due to the specific procedure used with single-target samples that eliminates background from non-specific imager binding and spurious detections of the fluctuating imager background. Thus, in S2C-DNA-PAINT, these are the main source of the ~1%–2% observed crosstalk, as optical crosstalk from spectral overlap is expected to be minimal. The three methods were consistent in detecting more crosstalk from the higher-wavelength channel (far-red Atto643/Atto565) into the lower-wavelength channel (red Cy3B/Atto565), which is likely to correspond to more spurious detections in the latter.

**Simultaneous two-channel imaging using spectral demixing of two far-red fluorophores**

We next implemented spectral demixing of two far-red fluorophores to assess how this approach compares with spectrally separated two-color imaging in terms of crosstalk. Fluorophores were excited by a single laser illumination at 640 nm, their emission was split using a 700-nm long-pass dichroic mirror into a reflected and transmitted pathway, and blinking events from both fluorophores appeared on each camera (Figures 2A and S1B). A ratiometric analysis was performed as for S2C-DNA-PAINT imaging: the average photon ratio distribution from several spectral demixing acquisitions (microtubules and clathrin in COS-7 cells, Figure 2D) using AF647 and CF680 fluorophores showed a photon ratio peak at ~0.25 for AF647 (more photons on the reflected pathway camera) and ~0.55 for CF680 (equal repartition on both cameras, Figure 2A). To retain an optimal number of localizations from both channels and ensure structural quality of the images, we assigned the ratios between 0.01 and 0.38 to AF647 and those between 0.42 and 0.99 to CF680, excluding 1.4% localizations outside of the selected ranges, and excluding the localizations only detected on a single camera (photon ratio of 0 or 1, which represents 33% and 10% of the total number of localizations on average in two-color acquisitions).

To assess the crosstalk between the two channels in this spectral demixing approach, we used the same three types of samples as for S2C-DNA-PAINT: nanorulers, sample labeled for a single target, or sample labeled for two targets. For the nanorulers experiment, we used the same short and long nanorulers as with S2C-DNA-PAINT: three spots spaced by 40 and 80 nm, respectively (Figure 2B). As these are DNA-PAINT samples conjugated to docking strands rather than organic fluorophores, we used an SD-DNA-PAINT imaging approach with two far-red imager strands: I1-Atto680 for the short nanoruler.
Figure 4. Effect of crosstalk on the detection of biologically relevant patterns by SD-dSTORM

(A) Reconstructed images of axons of stained for adducin (orange) and β2-spectrin (blue) imaged by SD-dSTORM using secondary antibodies conjugated with AF647 and CF680, respectively. During immunolabeling, the concentration of AF647-conjugated antibody was kept constant, while the concentration of CF680-conjugated antibody was increased successively from 3.3% to 10% and 100% of the total secondary antibody concentration.

(B) Autocorrelation curves from 1-μm-long intensity profiles along axons for the constant adducin-AF647 (orange) and varying β2-spectrin-CF680 (bottom) channels for each secondary antibody concentration condition.

(C) Amplitude of the autocorrelation first peak for each secondary antibody concentration value.

(legend continued on next page)
(40 nm spaced, P1 docking strand) and I3-Atto655 for the long nanoruler (80 nm spaced, P3 docking strand); using fluorophores with slightly different spectra did not lead to significant difference in crosstalk values in our hands, and allowed us to use the same photon ratio range for demixing (0.01–0.38 for Atto655, 0.42–0.99 for Atto680) and crosstalk measurement (Figure 2B). This resulted in a crosstalk of 1.2% from Atto680 to Atto655, and 0.39% from Atto655 to Atto680 (Figure 2E).

For cellular imaging, we turned to spectral demixing dSTORM (SD-dSTORM), as several far-red fluorophores provide robust blinking under 640-nm illumination and allow for faster acquisitions than DNA-PAINT. In spectral demixing approaches, all fluorophores appear on both cameras, hence there is no issue with adaptive SMLM algorithms picking up background in an “empty” channel. We thus could use the classical single-label imaging of COS-7 cells stained for microtubules and secondary antibodies conjugated to either AF647 or CF680 (Figure 2C). Photon ratios of single-target samples show a single peak around the expected ratio values (~0.25 for AF647 and ~0.55 for CF680), and we used the previously determined ratio ranges (0.01–0.38 for AF647, 0.42–0.99 for CF680). To estimate crosstalk, we segmented microtubules on the image from the target channel and counted localizations within this ROI in both channels (Figure 2C, bottom panels), then expressed crosstalk as the ratio of the localization number in the non-target channel over the sum of the localization numbers in the non-target and target channels. This resulted in a crosstalk of 0.72% from the CF680 channel into the AF647 channel, and of 0.46% from the AF647 channel into the CF680 channel (Figure 2E). Finally, we directly measured the crosstalk from two-color SD-dSTORM acquisition of samples labeled for microtubules (AF647-conjugated secondary antibodies) and clathrin (CF680-conjugated secondary antibody). The reconstructed images show a clean separation between the labeled structures (Figure 2D). As with S2C-PAINT, we estimated the crosstalk after generating single-target ROIs that excluded areas of overlap between microtubules and clathrin-coated pits (Figure S4). This resulted in a crosstalk of 4.6% from the CF680 channel to the AF647 channel, and 1.1% from the AF647 channel into the CF680 channel (Figure 2E).

Overall, we found that spectral demixing did not lead to more crosstalk compared with S2C-PAINT-DNA. On nanorulers, SD-dSTORM even results in lower crosstalk values than S2C-PAINT even results in lower crosstalk values than S2C-PAINT. This could be because spectral demixing filters out spurious localizations from background fluctuations that appear only on one camera, while S2C-PAINT cannot distinguish these localizations from real binding events, generating crosstalk. SD-dSTORM crosstalk on cellular samples is overall similar or higher than S2C-PAINT, probably due to the spectral overlap and the lower number of localizations that are collected compared with the repetitive binding in DNA-PAINT. Like for S2C-PAINT-DNA, we found the crosstalk from the higher-wavelength channel (Atto680/CF680) into the lower-wavelength channel (Atto655/AF647) to be slightly higher than in the other direction (lower wavelength into higher wavelength) for spectral demixing, as previously reported for the AF647/AF700 couple. Both S2C-DNA-PAINT and SD-dSTORM are able to resolve the fine detail of cellular structures, as shown by the detection of hollow microtubule with an average gap between walls of 42 nm in S2C-PAINT and 36 nm in SD-dSTORM (Figures S6A–S6D). We further quantified the resolution of our images by estimating the localization precision using NeNa, yielding values between 15 and 25 nm (Table S1).

**Effect of crosstalk on the detection of biologically relevant patterns**

To go further, we wanted to devise an experiment that could assess how crosstalk can perturb the visualization of biological structures, depending on the relative abundance of each target. For this, we turned to the membrane-associated periodic scaffold along the axon of neurons that is made of rings of adducin-associated actin spaced every 190 nm by a layer of spectrin tetramers, requiring super-resolution microscopy to be visible. When hippocampal neurons in culture are labeled for adducin and the center of the spectrin tetramer (using an antibody binding near the carboxyterminus of β2-spectrin), this results in 190-nm periodic patterns of spectrin and adducin in anti-phase, with spectrin bands and adducin bands alternating along the axon. We reasoned that crosstalk from one target (for example adducin) into the other (spectrin) would directly perturb the measured periodicity of the latter, as it would result in the appearance of localization in-between the periodic bands. Furthermore, the labeling abundance of the spectrin and adducin being roughly similar in standard labeling conditions, we should be able to modulate the crosstalk by varying the labeling of one target (changing imager strand concentrations in PAINT of antibodies concentrations in dSTORM) and examine how this modulation affects the periodicity of the other target.

We thus labeled rat hippocampal neurons in culture for β2-spectrin and for adducin, and first imaged the resulting periodic patterns by S2C-DNA-PAINT: β2-spectrin revealed with an F1-conjugated secondary antibody and an IF1-Cy3B imager, adducin revealed with an F2-conjugated secondary antibody and an IF2-Atto643 imager (Figure 3). Two-color images were processed similarly to Figure 2E, with channel alignment by an affine transform (Figure S5). In the experiment shown in Figures 3A–3C, we repeatedly imaged the same sample by S2C-DNA-PAINT, keeping the β2-spectrin labeling constant with the IF1-Cy3B imager at its reference level (100%, i.e., 500 p.m., Figure 3A), and varying the abundance of the adducin labeling by using a rising concentration of IF2-Atto643 imager (1%: 6.25 p.m.; 10%: 62.5 p.m.; 100%: 625 p.m., Figure 3A). We measured the periodicity of each labeling by calculating the autocorrelation of photon ratios (C240.25 for AF647 and C240.67 for CF680).

**(D)** β2-spectrin imaging done at constant 100% CF680-conjugated secondary antibody concentration (blue) while varying the adducin AF647-conjugated secondary antibody concentration (from 3.3% to 100%, orange).

**(E)** Autocorrelation curves from 1-μm-long intensity profiles along axons for the varying adducin-AF647 (orange) and constant β2-spectrin-CF680 (blue) channels for each secondary antibody concentration conditions.

**(F)** Amplitude of the autocorrelation first peak for each secondary antibody concentration value. For (C) and (D), dots are individual axonal segments, bars are SEM; stars show a significant difference compared with the first condition (left bar) by post hoc Tukey-Kramer test, p < 0.05.
intensity profiles along segments of axons (Figure 3B) and measuring the amplitude of the first peak at 190 nm (see STAR Methods) (Figure 3C). Modulating the concentration of the IF2-Atto643 imager results in a gradual appearance of periodicity in the adducin channel, with the amplitude rising from 0.17 at 1% to 0.53 and 0.57 at 10% and 100%, respectively (Figures 3B and 3C, blue). Even at the maximum concentration, the adducin staining does not perturb the spectrin periodicity with an amplitude staying high at 0.6–0.7 (Figures 3B and 3C, yellow). In the reverse experiment, we varied the β2-spectrin labeling with a rising concentration IF1-Cy3B imager at its reference level (1%; 5 p.m.; 10%; 50 p.m.; 100%; 500 p.m., Figure 3D), and kept the adducin labeling constant (IF2-Atto643 imager concentration at 100%–625 p.m., Figure 3D). We were not always able to repeatedly image the same field of view (see Figure 3D), but this did not affect the analysis (see STAR Methods). The periodicity of the spectrin labeling was already apparent at 1% labeling, and at 100% labeling, spectrin labeling did not affect the periodicity of the adducin pattern (Figure 3E). In fact, the amplitude of the autocorrelation for adducin was lower (0.14) at 1% spectrin labeling, while it is unaffected by a switch between 10% and 100% spectrin labeling (0.28 and 0.30, respectively, Figure 3E). Statistics tests are summarized in Table S2. Overall, this shows that S2C-DNA-PAINT allows for imaging of biologically relevant patterns at the nanoscale, being robust to variations in the abundance of labeled proteins.

We next performed similar experiments using SD-dSTORM. Adducin and β2-spectrin were labeled by secondary antibodies conjugated with AF647 and CF680, respectively, and we imaged sister coverslips immunolabeled with a mix of unconjugated and fluorophore-conjugated secondary antibodies containing 3.3%, 10%, or 100% of conjugated antibody. We first kept the adducin-AF647 labeling constant at 100% and varied the β2-spectrin-CF680 labeling from 3.3% to 100% (Figures 4A–4C). β2-spectrin periodicity became robustly detectable at 10% and 100% labeling (Figure 4C, blue). Adducin-AF647 periodicity, while kept at 100% labeling, shows variations with a higher value for the middle concentration of β2-spectrin-CF680, but no difference between the two extremes (3.3% and 100%), making it unlikely that crosstalk is influencing the observed periodicity (Figure 4C, yellow). In the reverse experiment, we kept the β2-spectrin-CF680 labeling constant at 100% and varied the adducin-AF647 labeling from 3.3% to 100% (Figures 4D–4F). Here again, we detected a rise in the periodicity of the pattern for adducin between 3.3% and 100% (Figure 4E, yellow). Meanwhile, the β2-spectrin-CF680 periodicity remained constant when increasing the adducin labeling density (Figure 4E, blue), indicating that crosstalk is low enough to not perturb the periodicity assessment. In conclusion, we could not detect a detrimental effect of a dense labeling in one channel to the quantitative assessment of the labeling in the other channel in both S2C-DNA-PAINT and SD-dSTORM, demonstrating that the two approaches allow investigation of biologically relevant structures in a robust manner.

Both S2C-DNA-PAINT and SD-dSTORM are compatible with astigmatism-based 3D SMLM

We next assessed if the two approaches can be combined with 3D SMLM via the insertion of a cylindrical lens in front of each camera to induce astigmatism in the PSF (Figure S1). We evaluated both S2C-DNA-PAINT and SD-dSTORM approaches using COS-7 cells labeled for microtubules and clathrin. For S2C-DNA-PAINT using Atto643 and Cy3B-conjugated imagers, we obtained good structural quality for both channels (Figure 5A). Ratiometric analysis shows that simultaneous two-color, 3D acquisitions yield similar results to the 2D case (see Figure 1A) with most events localized only on one camera, allowing for a straightforward separation between channels (Figure 5B). We generated XZ sections along three microtubules and registered them to obtain an average microtubule profile (Figure 5C), and calculated the microtubule section full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) in the X and Z directions to be 68 and 110 nm, respectively.

For SD-dSTORM using AF647 and CF680-conjugated secondary antibodies, we also obtained good structural quality for both channels together with Z localization across the focal plane (Figure 5D). Ratiometric analysis provided a distribution of photon ratios similar to the 2D case (see Figure 2A), with an AF647 peak at ~0.25 and a CF680 peak at ~0.55, allowing use of the previously determined ratio ranges to separate the two channels (Figure 5E). Averaging and analysis of microtubule cross-sections yielded an FWHM of 61 nm in both X and Z directions (Figure 5F), values similar to previously reported thickness and lower than the average thickness we obtained by S2C-DNA-PAINT. PAINT has been shown to result in thicker shells around microtubules, and in our case the much higher thickness in Z might be due to sub-optimal vertical drift correction, as DNA-PAINT acquisitions are significantly longer than STORM ones (Table S1).

**SD-dSTORM extension to simultaneous three-target imaging**

SD-dSTORM can readily be extended to more than two colors, with a currently preferred use of three far-red fluorophores excited by a single laser (AF647, CF660C, and CF680). We thus extended our SD-dSTORM crosstalk analysis to three-color imaging using these fluorophores (Figure 6A). To assess the crosstalk between each channel, we used two types of cellular samples previously validated for two-color SD-dSTORM: COS-7 cells labeled for microtubules using a single fluorophore (AF647, CF660C, or CF680, Figures 6B and 6C), or labeled for three targets using each of these fluorophores (Figures 6D and 6E). Single-target labeled samples allowed us to obtain the photon ratio distribution for each fluorophore: AF647 and CF680 still had peaks at photon ratios of ~0.25 and 0.55, respectively, and CF660C peak was at a photon ratio of ~0.35 (Figure 6B). From these distributions, we defined ratio ranges for each channel: 0.01–0.29 for AF647, 0.31–0.40 for CF660C, and 0.50–0.99 for CF680 (Figure 6B). From the resulting single-color images, we could measure the number of localizations in the non-target channels from ROIs defined on the target channel to calculate crosstalk values (Figure 6F). We found that AF647 crosstalk into CF660C and CF680 was 8.4% and 0.42%, respectively; that CF660C crosstalk into AF647 and CF680 was 8.4% and 3.3%, respectively; and that CF680 crosstalk into AF647 and CF660C was 0.70% and 2.8%, respectively (Figure 6F). We then turned to simultaneous imaging of three targets using COS-7 cells labeled for the endoplasmic reticulum (ER).
Figure 5. Extension of S2C-DNA-PAINT and SD-dSTORM to astigmatism-based 3D SMLM

(A) 3D S2C-DNA-PAINT: image of a COS-7 cell labeled for clathrin and tubulin, imaged with IF2-Cy3B (orange) and IF1-Atto643 (red), respectively. Insets show zoomed isolated channels, color-coded for Z.

(B) Distribution of the photon ratios for the acquisition in (A), with colored areas for the ratios chosen for demixing: 0–0.01 for Cy3B (orange), 0.99–1 for Atto643 (red).

(C) Full-width half-maximum (FWHM) analysis of the average intensity profile for transverse section along three isolated microtubules in (A). Inset, average transverse section obtained after alignment of individual sections.

(D) SD-dSTORM image of a COS-7 cell labeled for tubulin and clathrin, revealed with secondary antibodies conjugated to AF647 (yellow) and CF680 (cyan), respectively. Insets show zoomed isolated channels, color-coded for Z.

(E) Distribution of the photon ratios for the acquisition in (A), with colored areas for the ratios chosen for demixing: 0.01–0.38 for AF647 (yellow area), 0.42–0.99 for CF680 (blue area).

(F) FWHM analysis of the average intensity profile for transverse section along three isolated microtubules in (A). Inset, average transverse section obtained after alignment of individual sections.
(anti-rtn4b antibody) with AF647, clathrin with CF660C, and microtubules with CF680 (Figure 6D). For these three-color acquisitions, we found that the photon ratio peak for CF660C could shift by up to ~0.05 depending on the acquired sequence, and we accordingly adjusted the photon ratio ranges for demixing (Figure 6E). Single-channel images demonstrate the good structural quality of the images for each structure, although the clathrin staining was not as good as with the glutaraldehyde fixation used for two-color labeling (Figure 6D, right). For rtn4b labeling along the ER, we could measure an average distance of ~100 nm between its concentration along opposing walls, consistent with recent SMLM results.15,16 The same exclusive ROI strategy as in the two-color case, this time combining the three targets, was used to estimate the crosstalk directly from three-color images. Interestingly, these led to lower values than the single-target experiments: we found that AF647 crosstalk into CF660C and CF680 was 1.7% and 0.92%, respectively; that CF660C crosstalk into AF647 and CF680 was 1.8% and 0.98%, respectively; and that CF680 crosstalk into AF647 and CF660C was 1.3% and 1.4%, respectively (Figure 6E). Despite these lower values, the crosstalk estimation obtained from three-color images was consistent, with similar values in both directions for each fluorophore pair, and considering the photon ratio distribution where the AF647 and CF660C are closer to one another (higher crosstalk) than CF660C and CF680 (lower crosstalk).

**DISCUSSION**

In this work, we used two approaches for simultaneous multicolor SMLM. In the first approach, we split the emission of two spectrally distinct red and far-red fluorophores each excited by one light source, a setup similar to multicolor confocal microscopy that we expected to result in a low crosstalk between channels.15,16 The second approach is based on demixing two far-red fluorophores excited by a single laser, with blinking events appearing with a different balance of intensities on each camera after splitting by a well-chosen dichroic mirror. This SD-dSTORM method was devised in the early days of SMLM,20–23 and has since become a favorite option for home-made single molecule microscope builders and users.24,29,30,53,54 as it allows for two- to three-color imaging with good quality across channels together with low chromatic aberration.29

Despite its advantages, SMLM users often have the perception that SD-dSTORM would be more susceptible to crosstalk between channels than the classical two-color approach. We thus set up to rigorously measure and compare the crosstalk of SD-dSTORM with the baseline crosstalk of S2C-DNA-PAINT using three different types of samples. The first type consists of two DNA origami nanorulers of different sizes seeded on the same coverslip.40,41 Our idea was to create a sample where each target would be fully separated spatially and identifiable by its shape without relying on color/channel information. This would provide an unbiased assessment of crosstalk from a standard multicolor acquisition. The nanoruler samples provided values below 2% for crosstalk in S2C-DNA-PAINT (1.7% and 1.3%) and slightly lower for SD-DNA-PAINT (1.2% and 0.39%). This suggests that crosstalk from the spectral demixing procedure is low, and smaller than the crosstalk arising from spurious detections within each channel in S2C-DNA-PAINT.

The second type of samples are cells labeled for a single target using each of the fluorophores used. This is a straightforward and widely used approach to estimate crosstalk. However, when evaluating the S2C-DNA-PAINT approach where the blinking event appears only on one camera, we realized that state-of-the-art SMLM algorithms based on an adaptive thresholding to detect blinking events introduces a significant bias in this approach, detecting a lot of background fluctuation events in the channel with no signal. We thus devised a crosstalk evaluation procedure for S2C-DNA-PAINT taking advantage of the possibility of performing successive acquisitions of the same field of view with different imager mixtures. We were able to measure the change induced in a non-target channel by the presence of signal in the other channel, while compensating each for background. This approach yielded very low values for the S2C-DNA-PAINT crosstalk between Cy3B and Atto643 (0.4% and 0.02% for each direction): this is consistent with the idea that the main source of apparent crosstalk in S2C-DNA-PAINT does not come from optical sources, but from non-specific imager binding and detection during imaging. For SD-dSTORM, blinking events appear on both cameras, allowing for a straightforward single-target strategy even when using an adaptive algorithm. The single-target samples yielded 0.7% and 0.5% for CF680 to AF647 and for AF647 to CF680, respectively. These values are lower than the nanoruler-based values (1.2% and 0.39%), suggesting that this simple single target-based crosstalk measurement is optimistic. Indeed, the absence of a second fluorophore avoids contribution from its non-specific labeling, and the reduction in blinking density on the two cameras results in less bias from overlapping fluorophores. On two-target cellular samples, the estimation of the crosstalk is logically higher, even after careful

**Figure 6. Extension of SD-dSTORM to three targets and crosstalk evaluation**

(A) Emission spectra of the fluorophores used for three-color SD-dSTORM: AF647 (yellow), CF660C (green), and CF680 (blue), and transmission of the 700-nm long-pass dichroic inserted in the detection pathway (gray).

(B) Photon ratios for each fluorophore determined by ratiometric analysis from single-fluorophore-stained microtubules in COS-7 cells. Colored areas highlight the ratio ranges chosen for AF647 (0.01–0.29, yellow), CF660C (0.31–0.40, green), and CF680 (0.50–0.99, blue).

(C) SD-dSTORM images of COS cells stained for microtubules using secondary antibodies conjugated to AF647 (yellow), CF660C (green), or CF680 (blue).

(D) Three-channel SD-dSTORM image of a COS cell labeled for the endoplasmic reticulum (ER; AF647), clathrin (CF660C), and tubulin (CF680). Insets show zoomed isolated channels.

(E) Photon ratios for each fluorophore from the three-channel acquisition in (D). Colored areas highlight the ratio ranges chosen to demix AF647 (0.01–0.30, yellow), CF660C (0.35–0.45, green), and CF680 (0.50–0.99, blue).

(F) Crosstalk between the channels calculated from the single-fluorophore staining (C) and the three-target staining (D) cellular samples. For the three-target sample, exclusive ROIs were used to delineate regions containing one target, but not the two others. Points correspond to individual images or datapoints; error bars are SEM.
segmentation of cellular structures and subtraction to avoid overlapping structures: we obtained crosstalk estimations of 2.1% and 1.4% in S2C-DNA-PAINT (Figure 1), and 4.6% and 1.1% in SD-dSTORM. Here biases from non-specific labeling, structure complexity, and blinking event overlap, likely all participate in higher crosstalk values.

From these experiments, what would be the best way to estimate crosstalk in simultaneous multicolor SMLM experiments? Single-target sample methods cannot be performed in the same way in DNA-PAINT and dSTORM, making comparison difficult, while two-color samples are biased by structure and fluorophore overlap. The two-color nanorulers sample we introduce in this work might be a better approach: it provides a crosstalk estimation in the realistic presence of the two fluorophores, with clearly distinct structures that don’t overlap and can be identified by their shape independently of their detection in the two channels. In order for this sample to become standard, two-color nanoruler samples should be made readily available with either DNA docking strands for PAINT and conjugated fluorophores for dSTORM.

In addition to assessing the crosstalk on different types of samples, we also tried to evaluate how it could affect the results of experiments by interfering with a known biological pattern. Usually, crosstalk is evaluated by comparing the same target across channels (single-target samples) or target with similar abundance (microtubule and clathrin in our two-target samples). However, crosstalk is likely to be more detrimental in experiments where one target has a low abundance compared with the other. To assess this, we took advantage of neuronal axons where two proteins (β2-spectrin and adducin) show a similar labeling density with a complementary, 190-nm periodic staining pattern44,45. we could assess if modulating the labeling density of one target would affect the other target. Interestingly, in both S2C-DNA-PAINT and SD-dSTORM, we did not detect a detrimental influence between an increasing labeling density in one channel on the other channel.

Finally, we confirmed that both S2C-DNA-PAINT and SD-dSTORM can readily be extended to astigmatism-based 3D SMLM, with no alteration in the image quality or channel separation (see Figure 5), and showed how SD-dSTORM can be extended to three colors (see Figure 6).29,32,36 However, one advantage of SD-dSTORM is that the specificity can be optimized by tuning the photon ratio ranges for each channel, to the cost of more rejected localizations and a sparser image. Overall, our experiments show that spectral demixing does not result in a significantly higher crosstalk, compared with simultaneous spectrally separated acquisitions, with overall crosstalk values around 1%–2%. Refinements in channel assignment in SD-dSTORM32,33,36 might allow for an even better performance of spectral demixing approaches. The robustness of spectral demixing SMLM to crosstalk validates this approach for the meaningful interrogation of nanoscale structures in their cellular context.

Beyond crosstalk, a prevalent disadvantage of SMLM is its low throughput. One way to optimize the “localization throughput” of an SMLM experiment is to get as close as possible to the maximum blinking density that the processing algorithm can handle, with higher fractions of active fluorophores in dSTORM or higher binding rates of imager strands in DNA-PAINT. In this regard, spectral demixing strategies are lowering the maximal attainable density by superimposing the fluorophores imaged on each camera frame. Yet for the two optimized strategies we tested here, two-color SD-dSTORM is not slower than S2C-DNA-PAINT, because the loss in maximum density is more than compensated by the faster blinking and lower exposure times possible with dSTORM compared with DNA-PAINT (Table S1). For two-color acquisitions, we thus would favor SD-dSTORM over S2C-DNA-PAINT as it is compatible with initial observation before super-resolved acquisition, faster, straightforward to implement with a commercially available setup,56–58 and readily extensible to three-color imaging. A key advantage of S2C-DNA-PAINT in the future is that implementing successive rounds of PAINT imaging would provide a straightforward way to extend it to multiplexing with four or more channels, with the possibility of combining it with recent faster DNA-PAINT approaches55,59 for a significant gain in speed compared with single-color exchange-PAINT.

Limitations of the study
The distinct source of blinking in DNA-PAINT and dSTORM requires distinct fluorophore pairs, introducing a necessary variation in our comparison. The two-color nanoruler sample generates a low number of localizations—having bulkier structures providing a larger number of blinking events would help to make this method more robust, alleviating the manual selection of fully reconstructed nanorulers we used here.
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## STAR METHODS

### KEY RESOURCES TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REAGENT or RESOURCE</th>
<th>SOURCE</th>
<th>IDENTIFIER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Antibodies</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse monoclonal α-tubulin (IgG1, B512)</td>
<td>Sigma</td>
<td>T5168; RRID: AB_477579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse monoclonal α-tubulin (IgG1, DM1A)</td>
<td>Sigma</td>
<td>T6199; RRID: AB_477583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit polyclonal clathrin heavy-chain</td>
<td>abcam</td>
<td>ab21679; RRID: AB_2083165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse monoclonal β2-spectrin (IgG1, clone 42)</td>
<td>BD biosciences</td>
<td>612563; RRID: AB_399954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit polyclonal adducin</td>
<td>abcam</td>
<td>ab51130; RRID: AB_867519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheep polyclonal RTN4b</td>
<td>Bio-Technne</td>
<td>AF6034; RRID:AB_10573837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donkey anti mouse F1 docking strand</td>
<td>Massive Photonics</td>
<td>custom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donkey anti rabbit F2 docking strand</td>
<td>Massive Photonics</td>
<td>custom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donkey anti mouse Alexa Fluor 647</td>
<td>ThermoFisher</td>
<td>A31571; RRID: AB_162542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donkey anti mouse Alexa Fluor 647</td>
<td>Jackson ImmunoResearch</td>
<td>711-605-152; RRID: AB_2492288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donkey anti mouse CF660C</td>
<td>Biotium</td>
<td>BTM20815-500UL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donkey anti rabbit CF660C</td>
<td>Biotium</td>
<td>BTM20816-500UL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donkey anti mouse CF680</td>
<td>Biotium</td>
<td>BTM20819-500UL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donkey anti rabbit CF680</td>
<td>Biotium</td>
<td>BTM20820-500UL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goat anti mouse CF680</td>
<td>Biotium</td>
<td>BTM20065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Biological samples</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultured hippocampal neurons from E18 rat embryos</td>
<td>Janvier labs</td>
<td>Wistar rat embryos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Critical commercial assays</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbelight STORM buffer</td>
<td>Abbelight</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow chamber with custom 2-size, 2-color nanorulers</td>
<td>Massive Photonics</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experimental models: Cell lines</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COS-7 cells</td>
<td>ATCC</td>
<td>ATCC CRL-1651; RRID: CVCL_0224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Software and algorithms</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiji</td>
<td>Schindelin et al.</td>
<td><a href="https://fiji.sc/">https://fiji.sc/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ThunderSTORM plugin</td>
<td>Ovesny et al.</td>
<td><a href="https://github.com/kjamartens/thunderstorm">https://github.com/kjamartens/thunderstorm</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChrSTORM Fiji scripts (reconstruction, splitROIs)</td>
<td>Leterrier et al.</td>
<td><a href="https://github.com/cleterrier/ChrSTORM">https://github.com/cleterrier/ChrSTORM</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measure ROI Fiji scripts (Profile alignment)</td>
<td>Leterrier et al.</td>
<td><a href="https://github.com/cleterrier/Measure_ROIs">https://github.com/cleterrier/Measure_ROIs</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Python version 3.7</td>
<td>Python Software Foundation</td>
<td><a href="https://www.python.org">https://www.python.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scipy</td>
<td>Virtanen et al.</td>
<td><a href="https://scipy.org/">https://scipy.org/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matplotlib</td>
<td>Hunter et al.</td>
<td><a href="https://matplotlib.org/">https://matplotlib.org/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Python scripts for crosstalk analysis, Figures 1, 2, and 6</td>
<td>This Paper</td>
<td><a href="https://zenodo.org/record/8010746">https://zenodo.org/record/8010746</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Python script for statistical analysis, Figures 3 and 4</td>
<td>This Paper</td>
<td><a href="https://zenodo.org/record/8010746">https://zenodo.org/record/8010746</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Python script for calculating NeNa values</td>
<td>This Paper</td>
<td><a href="https://zenodo.org/record/8010746">https://zenodo.org/record/8010746</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Python script for structure “hollowness”, Figure S7</td>
<td>This Paper</td>
<td><a href="https://zenodo.org/record/8010746">https://zenodo.org/record/8010746</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbelight NeoLive Imaging</td>
<td>Abbelight</td>
<td><a href="https://abbelight.com">https://abbelight.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbelight NeoAnalysis</td>
<td>Abbelight</td>
<td><a href="https://abbelight.com">https://abbelight.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Christophe Leterrier (christophe.letterrier@univ-amu.fr).

Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
Microscopy data reported in this paper will be shared by the lead contact upon request. Original code has been deposited at Zenodo and is publicly available as of the date of publication (see key resources table). Postprocessing of localization data was done with Neo Analysis software (Abbelight). Additional software used for rendering of images, quantification of crosstalk, alignment of profiles and FWHM calculation can be found in the relevant GitHub repositories (https://github.com/cleterrier?tab=repositories). Additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

COS-7 cell culture
COS-7 cells (ATCC CRL-1651, isolated from a male Green African monkey) were cultured at 37°C with 5% CO2 in DMEM medium (ThermoFisher #61965026), supplemented with fetal bovine serum (ThermoFisher, #A3381901) and antibiotics (Penicillin/Streptomycin, ThermoFisher #15140122). 24 h after seeding on poly-L-lysine (Sigma #P2636) coated coverslips (#1.5H 18 mm Marienfeld, VWR) to a density of about 10%, they were fixed and prepared for microscopy observations.

Neuron culture
All procedures involving animal cell culture followed the guidelines from European Animal Care and Use Committee (86/609/CEE) and were approved by the Aix-Marseille Université ethics committee (agreement D13-055-8). Rat hippocampal neurons were cultured at 37°C with 5% CO2 on top of a glia feeder layer according to the Banker protocol. Briefly, hippocampi from Wistar rat embryos of both sexes (Janvier Labs) were dissected, then cells were homogenized and seeded on poly-L-lysine coated #1.5H glass coverslips to a density of 4000 cells per cm² in MEM (ThermoFisher #21090-055) supplemented with fetal bovine serum, which was replaced after 3 h with Neurobasal medium (ThermoFisher #21103-049) supplemented with B27 (Thermo Fisher #17504-044). Mature neurons were fixed after 14 days in culture.

METHOD DETAILS

COS-7 fixation
COS-7 were either extracted and fixed with a two-step protocol using glutaraldehyde as a fixative (Sigma #3G5882) or fixed in a single step with a mixture of glutaraldehyde and paraformaldehyde (PFA, Delta Microscopy #EM-15714). For the two-step extraction/fixation with glutaraldehyde (tubulin/clathrin staining), cells were first extracted by a 45-s incubation with 37°C pre-heated 0.1% glutaraldehyde, 0.25% Triton (Sigma #T8787) in PEM buffer (80mM PIPES, 2mM MgCl2, 5mM EGTA, pH 6.8) then fixed for 10 min at 37°C in pre-heated 2% glutaraldehyde, 0.5% Triton in PEM. For the single step glutaraldehyde/PFA fixation (tubulin/clathrin/rtn4b staining), cells were fixed for 10 min at 37°C with 0.1% glutaraldehyde, 4%PFA, and 4% (w/v) sucrose in PEM buffer. Following both fixation procedures, cells were rinsed in phosphate buffer (PB, 0.1 M pH 7.3), then residual glutaraldehyde was quenched for 7 min using 10 mg/mL sodium borohydride (Sigma #213462) in PB before further rinses with PB.

Neuronal fixation
Mature neurons were fixed after 14 days in culture using 4% PFA and 4% sucrose in PEM buffer for 10 min at room temperature (RT) and rinsed with PB.

Immunostaining and antibodies
Blocking and permeabilization were performed in immunocytochemistry buffer (ICC: 0.22% gelatin, 0.1% Triton X-100 in PB) for 1 to 3 h on a rocking table. Cells were incubated overnight at 4°C with primary antibodies diluted in ICC, rinsed, and incubated with secondary antibodies diluted in ICC for 1 h at RT. After final rinses in ICC and PB, the samples were stored in PB with 0.02% (v/v) sodium azide (Sigma #08591) before imaging.

SMLM microscope
The SMLM microscope used for all imaging is based on either an Olympus IX81 inverted microscope stand equipped with a focus stabilization system (ZDC2, Olympus) and a 100X, NA 1.49 oil objective (APON100XHOTIRF, Olympus) or a Nikon Ti2 inverted
A microscope stand equipped with a motorized stage, a piezo Z-stage (Mad City Labs), a focus stabilization system (Perfect Focus System, Nikon) and a 100X, NA 1.49 oil objective (CFI SR HP Apochromat TIRF 100XC, Nikon). An Abbeilght SAFE360 module is attached to the side C-mount of the stand. It receives laser excitation from an Oxxius L4C6 Combiner equipped with 640 nm (500 mW), 532 nm (400 mW), 488 nm (150 mW) and 405 nm (100 mW) lasers through the ASTER scanning module (Abbeilght). Separation between excitation and emission bands is done using a quad-band dichroic mirror (Semrock, D103-R405/488/532/635-t3-25x36), and emission light is further separated using a dichroic mirror (662 nm Semrock FF662-FD02-t3-25x36 or 700 nm FF669-FD01-t3-25x36), filtered on both paths by quad-band emission filters (Semrock FF01-446/510/581/703-25) and captured by two Hamamatsu Photonics Flash4 V3 sCMOS cameras. For 3D imaging, the point spread functions were shaped using two cylindrical lenses inserted in the optical pathway between the second dichroic mirror and the cameras.

**DNA-PAINT acquisition**

For DNA-PAINT imaging, samples were mounted in an open metal chamber (Ludin Chamber, Life Imaging Services) allowing for easy medium exchange. The “regular” imager strands (1 and I3) or repetitive-sequence “fastPaint” imager strands (F1 and F2) were diluted in imaging buffer and washed off with washing buffer (imager strands and buffers from Massive Photonics). Fluorescence illumination was performed using the 532 nm and 640 nm lasers in Highly Inclined and Laminated Optical sheet (HIL0) illumination to restrict illumination to ~1 μm above the coverslip for minimal background fluorescence from unbound imagers. The illumination strength was adapted to the field of view we chose, between 50 μm × 50 μm and 80 μm × 80 μm. With using 40–100% of the laser, the irradiance resulted in 0.55–3.44 kW/cm². The emission was split in a reflected and a transmitted pathway by a 662 nm dichroic mirror (Semrock, FF662-FD02-t3-25x36); acquisitions were acquired with exposure times between 30 and 100 ms. A detailed table of the parameters for each acquisition is provided in Table S1.

**Spectral demixing-STORM acquisition**

dSTORM samples were mounted in sealed silicone chambers filled with Abbeilght STORM buffer kit. The samples were labeled with secondary antibodies conjugated with AF647 and CF680 for two-target spectral demixing; for three targets a staining with an antibody conjugated with CF660C was added (see “key resources table”). Illumination was performed using the 640 nm laser (Between 1.23 and 13.62 kW/cm² depending on the field of view) with manual increase of low-power illumination using the 405 nm laser line aided fluorophore recovery from long-lived dark states. HILO illumination was used to restrict illumination to ~1 μm above the coverslip. The detection pathway was split into a reflected and a transmitted part by a 700 nm dichroic mirror (Semrock, FF699-FD01-t3-25x36). Exposure time was chosen depending on the size of the field of view between 5 ms (30 μm × 30 μm field of view) and 50 ms (100 μm × 100 μm field of view); and between 15,000 and 60,000 frames were acquired. All parameters per acquisition are summarized in Table S1.

**Nanorulers sample and imaging**

The DNA origami-based nanorulers slide was custom ordered (Gattaquant) and contains two types of 3-spots nanorulers deposited in a single fluidic cavity allowing for medium exchange and rinses. One nanoruler type has spots spaced by 40 nm tagged with a P1 docking strand, the other one has spots spaced by 80 nm tagged with a P3 docking strand. For simultaneous 2-color DNA-PAINT, imager strands conjugated with Cy3B and Atto655 (all imagers from Massive Photonics) were diluted in phosphate buffer saline (PBS) + 10 mM MgCl₂ to a concentration between 500 pM and 20 nM. The sample was simultaneously illuminated in HILO with 532 nm (0.37–0.71 kW/cm²) and 640 nm (0.91–1.77 kW/cm²) lasers, emission was split using the 662 nm dichroic mirror and recorded 60,000 frames with an exposure time of 50 μm on the two cameras on a 70 μm × 70 μm field of view. For far-red spectral demixing DNA-PAINT, 3 to 10 nM I1-Atto680 and 2 nM I3-Atto655 were used to reveal the nanorulers in PBS + 10 mM MgCl₂; the sample was illuminated with a single 640 nm laser (2.5 kW/cm²) in HILO and emission was split with the 700 nm dichroic mirror. The cameras were set to an exposure time of 100 ms and to record 60,000 frames.

**SMLM data processing**

Acquired PAINT and STORM sequences were processed using the Abbeilght Neo Analysis software. Detection of intensity peaks used a wavelet algorithm after local means background estimation and removal. Intensity peaks at least twice as high as the background with a size of 3x3 to 7x7 pixels area (300–700 nm) were considered a single-molecule blinking event and further processed for fitting using Gaussian fitting with least-squares error. The number of photons emitted by the blinking event was estimated from the background-subtracted raw data by integration over a 11x11 pixel round area (1.1 μm diametere). Frame sequences from each camera were processed individually to generate two lists of localizations containing their coordinates and photon number. Three-dimensional astigmatism-based acquisition were fitted for Z position according to the eccentricity of the PSF using a calibration obtained on 100 nm beads.

**Channel assignment (demixing) from two-camera data**

After fitting, two images were reconstructed using the localizations list from each camera and were then aligned using an affine transform to correct for lateral aberrations (OpenCV, “Motion affine”, correction for rotation, translation, scale and shear). The correction is illustrated in Figure S5. The localization coordinates obtained from each camera image sequence were then modified using the
determined affine transformation, before checking for pairs of localizations between the two cameras: localizations appearing at the same coordinates with a tolerance of 500 nm on identical frames. For each detected pair, the ratio of the emitted photons was calculated with:

\[ R = \frac{I(\text{trans})}{I(\text{trans}) + I(\text{refl})} \]

where \( I(\text{trans}) \) is the number of photons for the localization on the transmitted path camera image, and \( I(\text{refl}) \) the number of photons for the localization on the reflected path camera image. Unpaired localizations only appearing on the reflected or transmitted path camera image were assigned a ratio of 0 or 1, respectively. For S2C-DNA-PAINT data, channels were either directly defined from the localization files from each camera, or after demixing. In the latter case, localizations with ratios 0–0.01 were assigned to the Cy3B/Atto565 channel, and localizations with ratios 0.99–1 were assigned to the Atto643 channel. For 2-color SD-dSTORM data, localizations with ratios 0–0.29 were assigned to the AF647 channel, and those with ratios 0.5–1 were assigned to the CF680 channel. For 3-color SD-dSTORM data, localizations with ratios 0.01–0.29 were assigned to the AF647 channel, 0.31–0.45 to the CF660C channel, 0.5–0.99 to the CF680 channel. After demixing, separate localization files were generated for each channel, with the final coordinate of each localization determined using weighted averages of the localization precision of the localizations on the two cameras and these localization files were used to reconstruct images for each channel.

**QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS**

**Crosstalk analysis**

*Analysis of crosstalk from nanorulers images*

From each acquisition, on each channel, >19 nanorulers were selected (39–46 total per channel for S2C-DNA-PAINT and 70 total per channel for SD-dSTORM) by hand to ensure selection of intact nanorulers. A ROI was drawn around the selected Nanorulers and the ROI applied on both channels. The included localizations were counted using a dedicated macro (“Split Locs by ROI” macro available from the ChiSTORM GitHub repository at https://github.com/cleterrier/ChiSTORM/) in Fiji software.\(^{60}\) The number of localizations found in the ROI in the non-target channel (i.e., localizations found in the longer wavelength channel, in a ROI drawn around a nanoruler in the shorter wavelength channel), were divided by the total of localizations found in the ROI on both channels to calculate the crosstalk. A python script was created to calculate mean and SEM (Scipy)\(^{63}\) and render plots (Matplotlib).\(^{64}\)

*Analysis of multicolor DNA-PAINT crosstalk from single-target samples*

DNA-PAINT crosstalk was evaluated using a two-step strategy with varying imagers (Figure S3). A sample labeled for a single target and docking strand (example: microtubules with an F2-coupled secondary antibody) was first imaged with two non-target imagers (A1Ch1_NT: IF1-Atto565 and A1Ch2_NT: IF1-Atto643). After rinses, the same field of view was then imaged using a target and a non-target imager (A2Ch1_T: IF2-Atto565 and A2Ch2_NT: IF1-Atto643). Both acquisition sequences (A1 and A2) were processed using localization and optional demixing. Images for all channels from both acquisition sequences were reconstructed using the histogram method in the Fiji plugin ThunderSTORM,\(^{61}\) where each pixel (15 nm in size) takes a value corresponding to the number of localizations inside this pixel. A ROI for the target imager from the second acquisition image (A2Ch1_T: IF2-Atto565) and used to measure the number of localizations in this channel (A2Ch2_T), then in all other channels from both acquisition sequences (A1Ch1_NT, A1Ch2_NT and A2Ch2_NT). The crosstalk of the target channel (Ch1: Atto565) into the non-target channel (Ch2: Atto643) is then defined as the number of localizations in the non-target channel (Ch2: Atto643) that are added by the presence of a target imager in the target channel (Ch1: Atto565), corrected for the background obtained using non-target imagers in each channel (A1Ch2_NT and A1Ch1_NT), expressed in percentage: 

\[ \text{Crosstalk (Ch1/Atto565 into Ch2/Atto643) = (A2Ch2_NT - A1Ch2_NT)/(A2Ch1_T - A1Ch1_NT).} \]

*Analysis of demixing-STORM crosstalk from single-target samples*

Sample were labeled for a single target (microtubules) with a given fluorophore, then imaged and processed according to the demixing-STORM procedure above. Localizations were then assigned to two (AF647 and CF680) or three (AF647, CF660C, CF680) channels using the demixing procedure detailed above, and the images from each channel were reconstructed using the histogram method. A ROI was obtained by thresholding the microtubules on the channel corresponding to the fluorophore used (target channel), and the number of localizations was measured inside this ROI on the images of the target channel and those of the non-target channel(s) using the “Split Locs by ROI” macro. The proportion of localizations within the ROI in each channel - which is the crosstalk value for non-target channel - was divided by the number of localizations in this channel by the total number of localizations in all channels and was expressed as a percentage.

*Analysis of multicolor DNA-PAINT and demixing-STORM crosstalk from multicolor samples*

A similar procedure was used to estimate crosstalk on samples labeled for multiple targets. After imaging, processing and demixing into channels, ROIs were obtained for each channel by thresholding the corresponding reconstructed images. To avoid bias from target overlap (such as clathrin-coated pit overlapping with a microtubule), overlapping areas of ROIs from the different channels were excluded before counting the localizations within each ROI on the target and non-target images. The localization proportions (crosstalk value for non-target images) were then calculated as above.
Analysis of the actin/spectrin periodicity along axons
The investigation of the effect of crosstalk at different labeling densities was performed on neurons labeled for β2-spectrin and adducin, which form a complementary periodic scaffold with a 190 nm periodicity. After S2C-DNA-PAINT or SD-dSTORM imaging of the samples, the acquisition sequences were processed and demixed into two channels as described above. Linear segments of axons were manually selected and analyzed by autocorrelation for each channel using a custom script (“Auto-correlation” script available at the Process_Profile GitHub repository https://github.com/cletierrez/Process_Profiles), to determine if the presence of the periodicity observed in one channel could be perturbed by crosstalk from the presence of a second channel. All segments were analyzed independently to keep the analysis consistent between S2C-DNA-PAINT and SD-dSTORM. This was done by subtracting the amplitude of the autocorrelation curve at the first valley (95 nm shift for a 15-nm pixel size) to its amplitude at the first peak (195 nm shift). The statistical analysis was performed pairwise with a Tukey-Cramer post-hoc comparison based on a script by Renesh Bedre (https://www.renesbedre.com/blog/anova.html, using the modules statsmodel, scipy, and bioinfokit). Code is available on Zenodo (see Key resources table).

Microtubule cross-section analysis
Microtubules from 3D acquisitions with S2C-DNA-PAINT and SD-dSTORM were analyzed for Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) in the X and Z dimension. Three microtubule sections were taken from each image and turned into perpendicular XZ cross-sections reconstructed with 4-nm pixel size (“Line ROIs to Slices” and “Generate Zooms and Slices” macros form the ChriSTORM GitHub repository). The intensity profile was taken from the whole width of the reconstructions and aligned (“ProFeatFit” script available from the Process_Profile GitHub repository at https://github.com/cletierrez/Process_Profiles). The profiles were then averaged and fitted with a Gaussian distribution and the FWHM calculated using scipy optimize functions.

Microtubule and endoplasmic reticulum 2D profile analysis
Ten microtubule sections from 2D acquisitions with S2C-DNA-PAINT and SD-dSTORM were analyzed for Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) in the X and Z dimension. For the ER, five areas of visible hollowness were analyzed. Profiles were normalized and centered to form a mean profile where hollowness is measured as the distance between the two peaks. Additionally, six regions of the ER with a single-wall visible were analyzed to determine their width. The python scripts available at Zenodo (see key resources table).

Estimation of localization precision with NeNa
Estimation of localization precision was made using a custom python script (version 3.10.9) based on Endesfelder et al. Code is available at Zenodo (see “key resources table”). Briefly, molecules detected on consecutive frames are identified and their distances are measured. The distribution of lateral distance between molecules is the rayleigh distribution, which is fitted with scipy’s leastsq function. To correct for false positives, an additional Gaussian and slope curves are included in the fitting model.
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**Figure S1. Optical paths for S2C-DNA-PAINT (S2C-DNA-PAINT) optical path**

(A) Optical path for S2C-DNA-PAINT: the 532 and 640 nm excitation laser beams are reflected by the dichroic mirror DM1 into the microscope body (objective and sample). The fluorescence emitted from the sample travels through DM1, and is split by the 662 nm dichroic mirror DM2 toward the two cameras. For 3D acquisitions, cylindrical lenses (LA) are inserted in front of each camera.

(B) Optical path for SD-dSTORM: the single 640 nm excitation laser beams is reflected by the dichroic mirror DM1 into the microscope body (objective and sample). The fluorescence emitted from the sample travels through DM1, and is split by the 700 nm dichroic mirror DM2 toward the two cameras. For 3D acquisitions, cylindrical lenses (LA) are inserted in front of each camera.
Figure S2. Simultaneous 2-color STORM with CF568 and AF647 and crosstalk analysis with nanorulers (related to Figure 1)
(A) COS cells stained for tubulin with a secondary antibody conjugated to CF568 (top row) or AF647 (bottom row), demixed into 2 channels with the 2-color ratio ranges (0-0.01 for CF568, 0.99-1 for AF647).
(B) Simultaneous 2-color STORM image of a COS cells stained for tubulin with a secondary antibody conjugated to CF568 (orange) and clathrin with a secondary antibody conjugated to AF647 (red), demixed into 2 channels with the 2-color ratio range (0-0.01 for CF568, 0.99-1 for AF647) defined in C. Bottom images are zoomed isolated channels. One can see the low quality of the microtubule image, due to the sub-optimal blinking properties of CF568.
(C) Ratiometric analysis for the image shown in B, with used 2-color ratio ranges highlighted in colors.
(D) Crosstalk analysis with nanorulers: two channels are obtained after acquisition and demixing with pre-determined ratio ranges (left panels). Images were then reviewed and intact, isolated nanorulers were manually selected (>19 per image and channel, center panel, dashed ellipses), distinguished by fluorophore assignment and size. Segmentation ROIs were used on both channels to count the number of localizations and calculate the crosstalk per nanoruler type (right panel; short nanoruler: red ellipses; long nanoruler: blue ellipses).
Figure S3. Crosstalk evaluation from single-target staining in S2C-DNA-PAINT based on successive acquisition of background and target images (related to Figure 1).

A-B. Evaluation of the crosstalk from Cy3B (orange) into Atto643 (red): influence of the Cy3B channel signal on the Atto643 signal.

(A) COS-7 cell stained for tubulin with a secondary antibody conjugated to an F1 docking strand is subjected to 2 successive acquisitions: in acquisition A, both channels contain a non-target imager (IF2-Cy3B and IF2-Atto643), resulting in background in both channels (first row, blue). In acquisition B, the Cy3B channel contains a target imager (IF1-Cy3B) resulting in signal, while the Atto643 channel contains a non-target imager (IF2-Atto643), resulting in background (green, bottom row).

(B) A ROI is drawn from segmenting the microtubule signal in the I1-Cy3B channel of acquisition B, and used to measure the number of localizations in all channels. Acquisition A is used to subtract background in both channels from acquisition B, and the remaining localizations in the Atto643 channel in acquisition B (assumed to be due to the presence of Cy3B signal) are normalized by the number of localizations in the Cy3B signal channel of acquisition B, resulting in the crosstalk value for Cy3B into Atto643.

C-D. Evaluation of the crosstalk from Atto643 (red) into Cy3B (orange): influence of the Atto643 channel on the Cy3B signal.

(C) COS-7 cell stained for tubulin with a secondary antibody conjugated to an F1 docking strand is subjected to 2 successive acquisitions: in acquisition A, both channels contain a non-target imager (IF2-Cy3B and IF2-Atto643), resulting in background in both channels (first row, blue). In acquisition B, the Cy3B channel contains a non-target imager (IF2-Cy3B) resulting in background, while the Atto643 channel contains a target imager (IF1-Atto643), resulting in signal (green, bottom row).

(D) A ROI is drawn from segmenting the microtubule signal in the I1-Atto643 channel of acquisition B, and used to measure the number of localizations in all channels. Acquisition A is used to subtract background in both channels from acquisition B, and the remaining localizations in the Cy3B channel in acquisition B (assumed to be due to the presence of Atto643 signal) are normalized by the number of localizations in the Atto643 signal channel of acquisition B, resulting in the crosstalk value for Atto643 into Cy3B.
Figure S4. Exclusive ROIs crosstalk measurement on multi-target images (related to Figures 1,2 and 6)
(A) Exclusive ROI crosstalk measurement procedure for a 2-color image of a COS-7 cell stained for microtubules (orange) and clathrin (cyan). From each channel (second column), ROIs are defined by thresholding (third column). Subtraction of each ROI by the other results in exclusive ROIs for each channel (fourth column), that are applied to the crosstalk channel (CT, non-target, fifth column) and to the reference channel (target, sixth column) to calculate the crosstalk value from the number of localizations inside the exclusive ROI in each channel.

(B) Exclusive ROI crosstalk measurement procedure for a 3-color image of a COS-7 cell stained for clathrin (green), ER (orange) and microtubules (cyan). From each channel (second column, top images), ROIs are defined by thresholding (second column, bottom images). Subtraction of each ROI by the others results in two exclusive ROIs for each channel (third column), that are applied to their respective crosstalk channel (CT, non-target, fourth column) and to the reference channel (target, fifth column) to calculate the crosstalk value from the number of localizations inside the exclusive ROI in each channel.
Figure S5. Chromatic aberration correction by channel alignment in S2C-DNA-PAINT (related to Figure 3)

(A) Images from axons of hippocampal neurons stained for β2-spectrin and imaged by S2C-DNA-PAINT in both channels simultaneously using F1-Cy3B (blue) and F1-Atto655 (yellow) before (upper panels) and after (lower panel) correction by affine alignment of the reflected channel (Cy3B) on the transmitted channel (Atto655).

(B) Images from axons of hippocampal neurons stained for adducin (F2-Cy3B imager, yellow) and β2-spectrin (F1-Cy3B imager, blue) imaged by S2C-DNA-PAINT before (upper panels) and after (lower panel) correction by affine alignment of the reflected channel (Cy3B) on the transmitted channel (Atto655).
Figure S6. Nanoscale topology of microtubules and the ER (related to Figures 1, 2 and 6).
(A) Zoom on a microtubule from Fig. 1D used to obtain intensity profiles.
(B) Alignment and averaging of intensity profiles across microtubule sections from the S2C-DNA-PAINT image shown in Fig. 1D (grey: individual profiles, red: average; n=10). Average distance between intensity peaks: 32 nm.
(C) Zoom on a microtubule from Fig. 2D used to obtain intensity profiles.
(D) Alignment and averaging of intensity profiles across microtubule sections from the SD-dSTORM image shown in Fig. 2D (grey: individual profiles, red: average; n=10). Average distance between intensity peaks: 32 nm.
(E) Zoom on the ER staining (anti-rtn4b antibody) acquired with three-color SD-dSTORM (Fig. 6D), showing the cross-sections analyzed in E and G (respectively in yellow and cyan).
(F) Alignment and averaging of intensity profiles across hollow tubular sites of the ER, acquired with three-color SD-dSTORM shown in Fig. 6D (grey, individual profiles, red: average; n=5). Average distance between intensity peaks: 97 nm. G. Alignment and averaging of intensity profiles across single ER walls, acquired with three-color SD-dSTORM shown in Fig. 6D (grey, individual profiles, red: average; n=6). Average distance between intensity peaks: 97 nm.
Table S1: Imaging conditions (related to all Figures and Supplementary Figures)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure panel</th>
<th>Imaging mode</th>
<th>Buffer*</th>
<th>Frames</th>
<th>Exposure time (ms)</th>
<th>Acquisition duration (min)</th>
<th>532 nm power (kW/cm²)</th>
<th>640 nm power (kW/cm²)</th>
<th>FoV side (μm)</th>
<th>Dichroic mirror</th>
<th>Number of samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 1B</td>
<td>S2C-DNA-PAINT</td>
<td>MP</td>
<td>60k</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>662</td>
<td>1 image</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 1B</td>
<td>S2C-DNA-PAINT</td>
<td>MP</td>
<td>40-60k</td>
<td>50-100</td>
<td>50-67</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>60-80</td>
<td>662</td>
<td>2 images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 1C</td>
<td>S2C-DNA-PAINT</td>
<td>MP</td>
<td>25-60k</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>13-30</td>
<td>0.5-1.0</td>
<td>0.5-0.9</td>
<td>60-80</td>
<td>662</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 1C</td>
<td>S2C-DNA-PAINT</td>
<td>MP</td>
<td>25-60k</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.5-1.0</td>
<td>0.5-0.9</td>
<td>60-80</td>
<td>662</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 1C</td>
<td>S2C-DNA-PAINT</td>
<td>MP</td>
<td>25-60k</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.5-1.0</td>
<td>0.5-0.9</td>
<td>60-80</td>
<td>662</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 1 A,D</td>
<td>S2C-DNA-PAINT</td>
<td>MP</td>
<td>40-60k</td>
<td>15-60</td>
<td>10-60</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>50-30</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 2B</td>
<td>SD-DNA-PAINT</td>
<td>PBS 10 mM MgCl₂</td>
<td>60k</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>37-42</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>8740</td>
<td>2 images 39-46 datapoints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 2C</td>
<td>SD-dSTORM ABL</td>
<td>50 mM MEA</td>
<td>15-60k</td>
<td>2.6-25</td>
<td>3-9</td>
<td>1.2-13.8</td>
<td>30-100</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 2C</td>
<td>SD-dSTORM ABL</td>
<td>100 mM MEA</td>
<td>15-60k</td>
<td>2.6-50</td>
<td>3-13</td>
<td>1.2-13.8</td>
<td>30-100</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 2A</td>
<td>S2C-dSTORM ABL</td>
<td>100 mM MEA</td>
<td>50-60k</td>
<td>15-25</td>
<td>3-7</td>
<td>1.2-13.8</td>
<td>30-100</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 3</td>
<td>SD-dSTORM ABL</td>
<td>100 mM MEA</td>
<td>50-60k</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12.5-15</td>
<td>4.9-6.0</td>
<td>45-50</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 5 A,B,C</td>
<td>S2C-dSTORM ABL</td>
<td>100 mM MEA</td>
<td>50-60k</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 5 A,B,C</td>
<td>S2C-dSTORM ABL</td>
<td>100 mM MEA</td>
<td>15-60k</td>
<td>2.6-25</td>
<td>3-9</td>
<td>1.2-13.8</td>
<td>30-100</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 5 A,B,C</td>
<td>S2C-dSTORM ABL</td>
<td>100 mM MEA</td>
<td>15-60k</td>
<td>2.6-50</td>
<td>3-13</td>
<td>1.2-13.8</td>
<td>30-100</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 5 A,B,C</td>
<td>S2C-dSTORM ABL</td>
<td>100 mM MEA</td>
<td>50-60k</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>662</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 5 A,B,C</td>
<td>S2C-dSTORM ABL</td>
<td>100 mM MEA</td>
<td>40k</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>662</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 6A</td>
<td>SD-dSTORM ABL</td>
<td>100 mM MEA</td>
<td>30k</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>662</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Buffer MP: Massive Photonics, ABL: ABBELIGHT
### Table S2: Statistical tests (related to Figure 3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>First condition</th>
<th>Second condition</th>
<th>Third condition</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>ns: non significant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>β2-spectrin-F1-Cy3B constant</td>
<td>100% β2-spectrin-F1-Cy3B</td>
<td>100% β2-spectrin-F1-Cy3B</td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100% β2-spectrin-F1-Cy3B</td>
<td>100% β2-spectrin-F1-Cy3B</td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adducin-F2-Atto643 varying</td>
<td>3% Adducin-F2-Atto643</td>
<td>10% Adducin-F2-Atto643</td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3% Adducin-F2-Atto643</td>
<td>10% Adducin-F2-Atto643</td>
<td></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β2-spectrin-F1-Cy3B varying</td>
<td>3% β2-spectrin-F1-Cy3B</td>
<td>10% β2-spectrin-F1-Cy3B</td>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3% β2-spectrin-F1-Cy3B</td>
<td>10% β2-spectrin-F1-Cy3B</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adducin-F2-Atto643 constant</td>
<td>100% Adducin-F2-Atto643</td>
<td>100% Adducin-F2-Atto643</td>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100% Adducin-F2-Atto643</td>
<td>100% Adducin-F2-Atto643</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100% Adducin-F2-Atto643</td>
<td>100% Adducin-F2-Atto643</td>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.230</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table S3: Statistical tests (related to Figure 4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>First condition</th>
<th>Second condition</th>
<th>Third condition</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>ns: non significant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>adducin-AF647 constant</td>
<td>100% adducin-AF647</td>
<td>100% adducin-AF647</td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100% adducin-AF647</td>
<td>100% adducin-AF647</td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β2-spectrin-CF680 varying</td>
<td>3% β2-spectrin-CF680</td>
<td>10% β2-spectrin-CF680</td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3% β2-spectrin-CF680</td>
<td>100% β2-spectrin-CF680</td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adducin-AF647 varying</td>
<td>3% adducin-AF647</td>
<td>10% adducin-AF647</td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3% adducin-AF647</td>
<td>100% adducin-AF647</td>
<td></td>
<td>59</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10% adducin-AF647</td>
<td>100% adducin-AF647</td>
<td></td>
<td>81</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β2-spectrin-CF680 constant</td>
<td>100% β2-spectrin-CF680</td>
<td>100% β2-spectrin-CF680</td>
<td></td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100% β2-spectrin-CF680</td>
<td>100% β2-spectrin-CF680</td>
<td></td>
<td>59</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100% β2-spectrin-CF680</td>
<td>100% β2-spectrin-CF680</td>
<td></td>
<td>81</td>
<td>0.900</td>
<td>ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>